PUZZLES IN ART BOOKS
The Great Art Scandal / Anna Nilsen (j 759.06 Nil)
Art Fraud Detective / Anna Nilsen (j 751.58 Nil)
Art Auction Mystery / Anna Nilsen (j 759.06 Nil)
Can You Find It? & Can You Find It, Too? / Judith Cressy
I Spy Shapes in Art / Lucy Micklethwait
Can You Find It Outside? / Jessica Schulte

PUZZLES IN POETRY
My Head Is Red and Other Riddle Rhymes / Myra Cohn Livingston (j 811 Liv)
Guess Again!: Riddle Poems / Lillian Morrison (j 811 Mor)

PUZZLES IN TODDLER BOOKS
Hide-and-Seek Pets / May Harte (j T HARTE)
I Spy Little series / Walter Wick (j T WICK)
Frog & Friends / Joyce Wan (j T Wan)

FOR OLDER KIDS
RIDDLES: Look for the call number j 793.7
MAZES: Look for the call number j 793.738
MATH PUZZLES: Look for the call number j 793.74

For more ideas, search the catalog for the following subjects:
Picture puzzles
Maze puzzles
Toy and movable books

Suggestions from the Mt. Lebanon Public Library
for kids of all ages

The following titles may be found in picture books unless otherwise noted.

Guess Again! / Mac Barnett
Rhyming clues and hidden objects reveal unexpected results in this funny book.

Animalia / Graeme Base
An alphabet book with fantastic and detailed pictures. (Look for the little boy hidden in each picture)

The Water Hole / Graeme Base
As ever growing numbers of animals visit a watering hole, introducing the numbers from one to ten, the water dwindles. (Look for the hidden animals in each picture)

Something’s Not Quite Right / Guy Billout
A collection of thirty-three paintings challenges the viewer to find something wrong.

Jump into January: A Journey around the Year / Stella Blackstone
A short verse for each month of the year encourages the reader to find objects hidden in the pictures that depict that month’s activities.

1001 Animals to Spot / Ruth Brocklehurst
Woof! Woof! / David A. Carter
Die-cut pages are used to reveal gradually parts of an overall picture as the reader is asked to guess what the eventual picture will be.
Puzzles, Riddles, & Search-and-Finds

600 Black Spots / David A. Carter
A scavenger hunt pop-up book in which each page contains an original piece of art work that challenges the reader to find a certain number of black spots.

Spot It! & Spot It Again! / Delphine Chedru
In colorful patterns sixteen creatures lie hidden waiting to be spotted.

1001 Things to Spot in Fairyland / Gillian Doherty
Young readers are given various scenes associated with Fairyland each containing many objects associated with fairies to find and count.

You’ll Never Guess! / Fiona Dunbar
Two children look at shadows of familiar images and try to guess what each is.

Gigi and Zachary’s Around-the-World Adventure / Gilles Eduard
On their trip around the world, Gigi the Giraffe and Zachary the Zebra visit many places and see many things which the reader is encouraged to seek in the pictures.

Q is for Duck: An Alphabet Guessing Game / Mary Elting
While learning some facts about animals, the reader is challenged to guess why A is for zoo, B is for dog, and C is for hen.

Pigs from 1 to 10 / Arthur Geisert
Ten pigs go on an adventurous quest. The reader is asked to find all ten of them, and the numerals from zero to nine, in each picture.

In the Woods: Who’s Been Here? / Lindsay Barrett George
A boy and girl in the autumn woods find an empty nest, a cocoon, gnawed bark, and other signs of unseen animals and their activities.

Where’s Waldo? series / Martin Handford
The reader must find Waldo in all the crowded places he visits around the world.

Where is the Cake? & Where is the Cake Now? / T.T. Khing
Clouds in the sky are shaped like various objects.

The King of Little Things / Bill Lepp
When King Normous decides to become ruler of all the world, the King of Little Things—and his subjects—must outsmart him and keep their little kingdom safe.

Looking for Henry / Elaine Livermore
Illustrations give the reader the opportunity to find a leopard in various hiding places.

How Will We Get to the Beach? / Brigitte Luciani
The reader is asked to guess what Roxanne must leave behind (ball, umbrella, book, turtle, or baby) as she tries various means of transportation to get to the beach.

Look Whooo’s Counting / Suse MacDonald
Find numbers that are transformed into animal shapes and hidden in the illustrations.

1001 Things to Spot on Vacation / Hazel Maskell
Presents thirteen picture puzzles in which the reader must find objects, animals, and people in vacation places.

Riddledy Piggledy / Tony Mitton
For each nursery rhyme selected, the author has included a rhyming riddle containing clues to help the reader guess which classic rhyme is on the next page.

Wow! City! / Robert Neubecker
Soon after her second birthday, Izzy took a trip from the country to the big city with her father. (Look for the yellow dog in each picture)

Wow! America! / Robert Neubecker
Take a trip across the United States with Izzy and Jo and learn many interesting facts. (Look for the yellow dog in each picture)

Bumblebee, Bumblebee, Do You Know Me? / Anne Rockwell
A series of riddles that give descriptions of various flowers and then reveal their names.

The Foggy, Foggy Forest / Nick Sharratt
A unicorn playing a horn? An ogre doing yoga? Peek through each foggy vellum page to guess what lies beyond in the foggy, foggy forest.

It Looked like Spilt Milk / Charles Shaw
The reader is asked to guess what a creature is from a description of the appearance and use of its nose.

Have You Seen My Duckling? / Nancy Tafuri
A mother duck leads her brood around the pond searching for one missing duckling.

Look! A Book! & Look! Another Book! / Bob Staake
Easy-to-read, rhyming text invites the reader to search for items on a different theme on each page, while celebrating the wonder of a picture book.

Look-Alikes series / Joan Steiner
Simple verses challenge readers to identify the everyday objects used to construct twelve three-dimensional scenes in Lookalike Land.

Who Needs That Nose? / Karen Warrick
The reader is asked to guess what a creature is from a description of the appearance and use of its nose.

Can You See What I See? series & I Spy series / Walter Wick
Picture puzzles for the reader to solve.